Accessing Your Lessons in intellipath®

1. Getting Started with the Current Unit

Your previous intellipath® system would open a page that looks similar to the image on the left with the blue button labeled Continue intellipath(TM). Now in the current system shown below on the right, you will see all units available for your course. As you enter this page, the current unit of your course will be highlighted in blue.

2. Working on Previous or Future Units

In the previous Intellipath® navigation arrows were located at the top of the page. To access any previous or future course units in the new Intellipath®, simply click the desired unit.
3. Accessing your Determine Knowledge

In the previous Intellipath® system, accessing your Determine Knowledge was a green button. In the new Intellipath® system, once you’ve entered your chosen objective, shown below on the right, you will see a red **Determine Knowledge** button to get started. As you return to this page, the red button will change to **Learn, Revise, Practice, or Resume** depending on the progress in your learning path.
4. Next Steps after your Determine Knowledge

1. Instead of using the next steps box to select from multiple actions in the previous system, you can now get started on your next step from the first page you access after selecting the intellipath® link in your classroom. In the current system, you will see the option to Resume or Revise to continue your progress as your next step.

If you wish to see alternative steps to try instead, click on the dropdown action menu on the right side of the page in the current version.

2. From the Learning Path, you are still prompted with your next step by the lesson highlighted by a blue circle.
Completing your Lesson

Once you have selected a lesson to complete, you will be prompted to view your Lesson Path on the left side of the screen. You will still see the same five parts of each lesson: Introduction, Learning, Interactive Example, Questions, and Summary.

You will now find the Exit button on the bottom of the page. Be sure to save your progress to avoid losing any work.